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Presidential address
Welcome to our new newsletter, which finds you at a time when not only the NHS, but our profession
faces some of its greatest challenges.
These extraordinary times have highlighted the incredible selflessness of our medical, dental and allied
health professionals in their sacrifices and unrelenting hard work. Against this backdrop, it is incredibly
important that Sikh health professionals stand together, supporting each other to uphold our faith values
and continuing to serve humanity.
Founded in 1984, Sikh Doctors and Dentists Association (UK) has proudly been a voice for Sikh medical and
dental professionals, while supporting health projects to benefit communities.
The ‘oneness’ that connects the whole human race as equals rings as true today, as it has ever done since
humans have existed. Dr Jastinder Pal Singh provides a brilliantly composed glimpse in to Guru Nanak Dev
Ji’s philosophy, the first Sikh Guru to shed light on this ultimate truth. We are working closely with leaders
of other faith-based medical and dental associations on a collective platform to raise awareness for issues
impacting colleagues from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic Backgrounds.
Concepts of equality of all and celebrating diversity as a gift from the supreme lord were well ahead of their
time during Guru Nanak’s time, and have only been embedded within British values during modern times.
However, problems persist, and the current Covid-19 pandemic has exposed a number of health inequalities
and culturally incompetent practices such, as those faced by Sikh health workers when trying to work
safely in aerosol generating environments. Dr Rajinder Singh’s ‘Singh Thattha’ technique provides a muchneeded practical solution for Sikh health professionals who wished to continue wearing FFP3 respirator
masks and SDDA has already supported national organisations to utilise this novel technique.
Harman Singh Ahluwalia poetically shows us how to remain hopeful during times of despair. The
association has used its peer support facilitated by Dr Harsimran Singh Nagpal to organise Gurbani Recital
and Kirtan Darbaar via Zoom platform. These have been extremely successful in bringing our members
together through the Guru’s words.
Whereas traditional televised media continues to be a way for
the Association to convey its public education messages on
Sikh TV channels, Dr Inderbir Singh Jassel, our IT team lead
has been working hard to get our messages on to social media
platforms like Instagram and Youtube.

I hope you will enjoy reading this newsletter, as much as we
have enjoyed putting it together.
Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa, Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh.

Dr Sukhpal Singh Gill
President
Sikh Doctors and Dentists Association (UK)
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Secretarial Address
Dear Members of Sikh Doctors and Dentists Association (UK)
Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa, Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh
Foremost, I’m delighted to congratulate you on this 551st Birthday Gurupurab of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s.
On this auspicious day Sikh Doctors and Dentists Association (UK) are pleased to announce our e-News
magazine, ‘Insight’. The core committee of SDDA express their heart-felt gratitude to all those who have
made this possible.
Alongside our website, SDDA has established an increasing presence on social media including Facebook,
Whatsapp and Twitter. Our enthusiastic team is led by Dr Sukhpal Singh Gill, and continues their
tremendous Sewa with novel initiatives. Our key theme has been ‘Education’ mostly centring current
problems of COVID-19 with high morbidity and mortality in BAME community, making contacts with
various Government and NHS bodies. We are working to spread important health messages to public at
large via Sikh TV channels and Social media, and are in liaison with other faith-based medical and dental
associations.
This association is close to everyone’s heart. I am extremely thankful to efforts of so many of our colleagues
within the SDDA Helpers Group, Charity Group, IT group, and Sukhmani Paath Ji Group. I am also
indebted to my senior colleagues for their endless and whole-hearted blessings.
Sadly we have not seen each other for a long time, and many of the newly joining colleagues we have not
had the opportunity to meet. With Guru’s grace we will be in a position to hold our Annual General
Meeting and I will be touch with you as soon as this becomes a practicable possibility. Until then, I bid you
stay safe and well.
Thank you for all your affections, Sewa and support.

Dr Parmindar Kaur Sahni
Secretary General
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Dhan Guru Nanak Dev ji the Beacon of Light
550 years ago, Guru Nanak Devi ji came to this world to show and guide the right path for the whole
humanity. When he came to this world, it was very divided and polarised in the form of religion, caste, race
and colour. He carried out this mammoth mission to show this world how to unite and how to try living as
one.

“Kal Taaran Guru Nanak Aaya”
Guru Nanak came to this world for the redemption of mankind.
His first teaching is ‘IK ONKAR’; we all have come from one divine power-the whole universe is one single
unit. All humanity and living beings are part of one unit and one divine power in different forms. There is
one divine light in everyone, the supreme divine power is within that light shining in all creations. So, we
all are part of the supreme divine power.
“Sab meh jot jot hai soi

Amongst all is the light-you are the light
tis de chanan sab meh chanan hoe”
By this illumination, that light is radiant within all .
Guru Nanak went through Udaasis (long travels) to spread his message to the whole mankind, wherever he
could possibly go on foot. He wanted to make the whole humanity realise their inner jot (Inner light). By
identifying this inner light, one can then do the right deeds and go on the right path in one’s lifespan given
to us by the supreme power.
Our precious time on earth in our lifetime should be spent with three main pillars of Guru Nanak’s
teachings:
1) Naam japo-Remembering the supreme power all the time.
2) Kirat Karo-Doing rightful deeds with one’s best capability.
3) Wand chhako-Sharing with the whole creation up to and beyond one’s capacity
His teachings and the path shone to the mankind and anyone who wants to learn the path of righteousness
(Disciple/Sikh/ever-learning) give very detailed in-depth knowledge of spiritualism.
Guru Nanak then explains it further-how to get this concept of oneness–by reciting God’s name by
meditating/chanting/singing (be in any form- God/Rahim/Allah/Ram/Krishna/Waheguru)–with true
knowledge of love and complete faith in supreme power. By reciting HIS name (Naam Japna), one reaches
to the ultimate point of realisation of the divine light shining inside.

“Man tu jot saroop hai apna mool pachaan”
O my mind,you are the embodiment of the Divine Light- recognise your own origin.
When we keep our heart and mind engrossed in Naam Simran, it widens and broadens our thinking to a
bigger level, we do the deeds which are for ‘Sarbat da bhala, which means not just for yourself but for the
whole mankind, living beings, planets and universe.
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“Mera Baid Guru Govinda
My physician is the Guru, the Lord of the Universe
Har Har Naam Aukhad Mukh Devae Kate Jam ki Fanda “
He places the medicine of the Naam into my mouth, and cuts away the noose of Death.
One should honestly earn one’s living and accept God’s Will (razaa/bhaana) in both pain and pleasures as
these are God’s gifts and blessings. Living with your family within your earnest means is blessed by the
Supreme power.
By doing so, we share and consume together. We share the pain, suffering, love, hunger of the
downtrodden and poor. We share our wealth, intellect, knowledge and happiness. Always stay on the
divine path, fearing none but only the Supreme power. Aim to live for the spiritual cultivation of love for
the whole of mankind. (Seva Bhav).
This concept is very much relevant in the medical profession I am in. Guruji guides all the physicians:

Vaida Vaid Suwaid Tu Pehla Rog Pachaan
O Physician, you are a competent physician, if you first diagnose the disease.
Aisa Daru Lor Laho Jit Vanje Roga Ghan
Prescribe such a remedy, by which all sorts of illnesses may be cured.
He gave us the treasure of his research and divine knowledge in the form of Gurbani, which is enshrined in
the holy scripture, the present eternal Guru Sri Guru Granth Sahib ji.
Nine Sikh Gurus following Guru Nanak Dev ji carried on the task of spreading the divine message for whole
humankind. Gurus and millions of Sikhs sacrificed their lives to fight for the downtrodden and oppressed.
In the divided world that we live in today, the teachings of Guru Nanak stand firm like a beacon of light.
The message of ONENESS and the connection which unites and connects the whole human kind and
universe with one supreme power. The teachings are very much relevant to uplift the poor and the needy,
to stand against the tyrants, to stand for the nature and our
planet, to make the world a loving and united place to live in.
Waheguru ji ka Khalsa, Waheguru ji ki fateh

Dr. Jastinder Pal Singh
MBBS MRCGP DRCOG DFFP
GP in West Midlands
Executive member SDDA
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The Ancestral Thattha may save the day.

At the beginning of the worldwide Covid-19 pandemic, we heard from a number of bearded Sikh Health
and Dental professionals about their difficulties experienced in being forced to think about facial shaving in
order to don FFP3/N95 respirator facemasks to perform some of the riskiest aerosol generating procedures,
as part of standard health-care practice worldwide. Fortunately, NHS employers were understanding and
affected individuals were either provided specialist equipment to continue working, or moved to
appropriately risk assessed environments where donning FFP3 was not essential.
Sadly, the situation was made worse with growing media attention about some Sikh colleagues abroad, who
did compromise this key article of the Sikh faith, and felt that they had no other option to continue serving
their patients during these unprecedented times. With the Guru’s grace, Sikh organisations in the UK and
abroad rose up to the challenge in pleading to health and dental services providers to continue safeguard
the wellbeing of all professionals for whom keeping facial shaving is forbidden on religious grounds.
In the wake of these difficulties, our very own Dr Rajinder Pal Singh, a transplant surgeon from Manchester
fortunately ‘passed’ the NHS fit test using his Singh Thattha method of covering the beard. After using
fabric Dr Singh experimented with several materials such as cling film etc to find a better material and his
wife Dr Kapilmeet Kaur suggested the Pilates elastic Thera band which was seen to be most suitable. Dr
Singh names this method the Singh Thattha in honour of our revered Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji.
Following showcasing his method on social media and on Sikh channels, SDDA commissioned a study to
assess the efficacy of his method using stringent test methods available in the UK; Quantitative and
Qualitative fit testing. Interestingly, the candidates tested showed a high success rate of this method in
donning FFP3 and re-usable respirator masks. British Sikh Doctors Organisation, British Sikh Dental
Association, Sikh Doctors Association and University of Bedfordshire all collaborated to see this incredible
study through to publication in a reputable peer-reviewed Journal of Hospital Infection.
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Singh RP, Safri HS, Singh S, Alg GS, Randhawa G, Gill SS. Bearded individuals can use an under-mask beard cover
'Singh Thattha' for donning respirator masks in Covid-19 patient care. J Hosp Infect. 2020 Oct 3; 106(4):782–5. doi:
10.1016/j.jhin.2020.09.034. Epub ahead of print. PMID: 33022336; PMCID: PMC7532752.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7532752/

The study findings now form the start of an evidence base, which may be utilised by Health and Safety
bodies to update their guidance and try and make them more culturally competent. Although Singh
Thattha method is not currently recommended by Health and Safety Executive and the NHS, work towards
obtaining their approval is in process with various faith-based UK organisations writing to these
organisations to consider waiving of the mandatory need to shave for a fit test, by allowing usage of the
Singh Thattha for those who are bearded and unable to shave. For the countries with a different policy
maker, this will also influence them to adapt this cultural competent solution. Interestingly, this novel
innovation also opens up potential job solutions for the faith-observant bearded who are currently not
eligible to work in the service sectors that require them to wear a respirator mask such as industries, fire
and safety department, prisons as corrections officers, as well as frontline immigration borders- which
require workers to wear a tight-fitting respirator masks. Therefore, the Singh Thattha technique has
immense potential for various industrial sectors worldwide.
This publication has also been cited in the prestigious CDC (Centre for Communicable Diseases, US) in
their October update- here is the link: https://www.cdc.gov/library/covid19/pdf/2020_10_16_ScienceUpdate_public_FINAL-Public.pdf
SDDA feels that individuals should in the least be allowed to undergo a facemask fit test whilst maintaining
their facial hair for religious or cultural reasons. The study has also attracted large media attention in the
UK from the BBC, Sikh Press Association, The Indian Express, Times of India, The Tribune, Sri Lanka
Weekly, Bangladesh weekly, Global Punjab TV and Hindia News.

Dr Sukhpal Singh Gill
President
Sikh Doctors and Dentists Association (UK)
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The New Normal

The world began to awake
From its deep slumber and sleep
Covid-19 was almost gone
But in corners it would infect and creep
Shops began to open
Mall, then markets, maybe a hotel
The humans started to come out of their homes
Like a snail from a shell
But something was not normal
Something was not right
All the people would flee
When another was in sight
People were scared of others
There was no one they could trust
They only came in contact with family
And a friend, if they must
This was not common behaviour
People were not themselves
They had only read about these things
From books from faraway shelves
So I want to say something
Go with this advice
Be vigilant and be careful
For on a life you cannot put a price
But would this be the new default
The new ‘normal’ way?
All we can do is trust in God
Because we don’t have a say

By Harman Singh Ahluwalia
12 years old
King Edwards School, Birmingham
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Coming out of Lock Down

Mornings are still Bright
But there is a Rush in the air!
There is food in the cupboard
But we need to do shopping again!
There is peace within
But we need to be entertained again!
Walks in the woods are Great
But we have to fly to far away resorts again!
Two of us are plenty in the house
But we need to have gatherings again!
Little smiles are enough
But we need to have Laughters again!

By Dr Surinder Kaur Narula
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